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Abstract: Universities are increasingly engaged in marketization and are also expected to transform into more sustainable institutions and be change-agents pushing forward the movement of sustainable development. This article introduces an analytical framework originated by Hahn et al. (2015) for understanding tensions concerning corporate sustainability to the context of the Finnish university system in order to answer the following questions: What are the tensions relating to Finnish universities’ social and economic sustainability, and what strategies might universities use to cope with these tensions? Through analyzing interviews with university managers and officials from the Ministry of Education and Culture in Finland, we find that Hahn et al.’s framework is generally applicable in analyzing tensions of sustainability in universities, and we identify six tensions relating to the sustainability of Finnish universities. The tensions are related to (1) academic leadership and management legitimacy, (2) regional political tensions and university profiling, (3) political power over the university system, (4) changing academic work and profession, (5) academic autonomy and the role of the state, and (6) the future role of the university institution. Moreover, the article discusses issues regarding how to adapt the framework of corporate sustainability to the context of higher education.
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1. Introduction

In the book *A Larger Sense of Purpose: Higher Education and Society*, Shapiro [1] claims that universities have two roles: one is to serve the existing society, and the other is to challenge society to shape a better future. Today, the planetary crisis and sustainable development movement have raised new demands for higher education [2,3]. The 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) adopted by the United Nations (UN) in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development [4] underline a set of challenges paramount for universities to address [5]. The need for redefining a social contract between higher education and society [6], which was previously driven by mixed logics of being a social institution and being an industry institution [7], can now be argued to be driven by an additional force—the sustainable development movement, which champions the emerging concept of the “responsible university” [8].

The discussion regarding sustainable development and organizational change has gained momentum increasingly in higher education as well as in the corporate context [9]. This implies that universities have the same responsibility as any other organization to forward SDGs. In addition, special hopes are targeted at universities by different global institutions, e.g., the UN, which sees universities’ roles as strategic knowledge producers and educators of future generations [5] (p. 31).

The scholarly discussion regarding sustainable development and organizational change and practices has been active in the field of business and management studies [9]. One can argue that
the theories in the field of management studies regarding sustainability are more refined than in the field of higher education studies. In the research field of corporate sustainability, the win-win paradigm of perceiving sustainability as a profitable business for companies restricts sustainability solutions to conflict-free options with little ambition to fundamentally change core business practices for the sake of sustainable development [10] (p. 219). One of the prominent theories in the field is the integrative framework by Hahn et al. [11], which illustrates tensions related to sustainability in an organizational corporate context. The tensions [10] occur when an organization’s objectives are in conflict regarding the three dimensions of sustainable development, namely ecological, social, and economic [12]. The framework by Hahn et al. [11] aims to illustrate these tensions and help companies see beyond the usual sustainability solutions aligned with the win-win paradigm.

The perspective on tensions is especially useful for understanding universities, which are increasingly operating in a hybrid context with contesting institutional logics [13]. Universities are organizations with huge expectations regarding their own organizational transformation [14] and their role in the global transformation toward sustainability [5]. While being loaded with expectations, it is crucial for universities to identify their tensions related to sustainability in order to contribute to their inner change processes as well as to the global change toward sustainable development, where they have a role as an abovementioned change-agent.

Several studies regarding the sustainable development of universities have been conducted in the field of higher education. Sustainability-oriented curricula and campus greening, i.e., minimizing of an organization’s ecological footprint and societal sustainability agendas, are found to be areas in which universities should be leading as an example [14,15]. However, less attention has been given to the economic and social sustainability dimensions [16]. Also, there are as yet no appropriate frameworks for conceptualizing universities’ organizational tensions regarding sustainable development in the field of higher education studies. That is why corporate sustainability, and especially the integrative framework [11], is relevant for introduction to the field of higher education studies.

One rare example of applying the integrative framework in the higher education context is the study by Sehnem et al. [17]. It analyses tensions of sustainability regarding establishing a new university campus of Unisul Sustentáve–Pedra Branca in a sustainable neighborhood, with the Cidade Universitária Pedra Branca campus forming a conceptual framework using corporate sustainability theories from multiple authors.

The integrative framework [11] has not been fully introduced and adjusted to the higher education context. To fill this gap, we answer the following questions: What are the tensions relating to Finnish universities’ social and economic sustainability, and what strategies might universities use to cope with these tensions? To approach the question, we will adjust the prominent framework by Hahn et al. [11] into the field of higher education. The modified framework will be tested in analyzing tensions related to Finnish universities’ social and economic sustainability.

Finland has a dual model higher education system consisting of 13 universities and 23 universities of applied sciences [18]. Higher education policy has been a field of fierce political battles after Finnish universities were tied strongly to the state as part of social policy from 1960 onward [19,20]. The most significant and recent development in higher education policy is the Universities Act [21] law reform enacted in 2009. The new law enhanced universities’ institutional autonomy, although “within a framework of greater accountability” [8] (p. 19) causing, strengthening, and also weakening several tensions in the Finnish higher education system [22]. Thus, the post-law reform Finland offers a fruitful context for testing the integrative framework by Hahn et al. [11], especially regarding social and economic sustainability.

The structure of the article follows. First, the analytical framework—the integrative framework by Hahn et al. [11]—is introduced. Then, the research methods of the study are explained, as well as the study itself. The article reviews the social and economic tensions related to Finnish universities’ sustainable development and suggests strategies for coping with the tensions, after which it reflects
upon the future application of the framework in the discussion section. Finally, the article concludes by answering the research question in the last section.

2. Analytical Framework: The Integrative Framework by Hahn et al.

It has been widely acknowledged in higher education literature that universities are increasingly confronting various tensions at both internal and external levels [7,22,23]. Higher education studies have also suggested various conceptual frameworks to understand both tensions and approaches to reconciling these tensions. For instance, these frameworks are included in studies on the dynamics of universities [13] and international joint education provisions [24], applying institutional logics [25], research on higher education institutions’ missions [25], and applying the concept of academic drift [26]. However, as sustainability is entering the central agenda of higher education policy and university management, there is little research on tensions in universities from the perspective of sustainable development. Against such a challenge, we will develop an analytical framework for understanding tensions in sustainability and strategies of coping with the tensions in the university context, based on the conceptualization of corporate sustainability by Hahn, Pinkse, Preuss, and Figge [11].

Although the term “corporate sustainability” has been widely used, there is still no consensus on the definition of the concept; rather, common interpretation is built from the Brundtlandt Report [27] as “meeting the needs of a firm’s direct and indirect stakeholders without compromising its ability to meet the needs of future stakeholders as well” [28] (p. 131). The discourse of corporate sustainability has focused more on the win-win paradigm and instrumental logics, where economic, environmental, and social sustainability aspects can be achieved simultaneously [11]. However, Hahn et al. [10] argue that tensions between these three dimensions are the rule rather than the exception, taking into account the multifaceted and complex nature of corporate sustainability. Hahn et al. [11] also argue that, following such a proposition, they develop an analytical framework for identifying tensions and approaches to managing them in a business setting.

The theoretical backbone of the framework is in the literature discussing strategic contradictions, tensions, and paradoxes [11,29–32]. As a paradox in this context, Hahn et al. refer to a situation in which oppositional elements co-exist [33] and in which individually accepted elements are inconsistent or incompatible together [34] (p. 563). The co-existing oppositional/conflicting elements are understood as two poles in a tension. Hahn et al. [11] argue that the ability of management to simultaneously pursue conflicting sustainability aspects is crucial when striving for corporate sustainability. Hahn et al.’s [11] framework is used to analyze two issues: what the primary tensions are (including oppositional poles in achieving sustainability) and what strategies are used to cope with the tensions. When dealing with the issues, Hahn et al.’s framework contemplates tensions that derive from the following aspects: (1) different understandings of the three dimensions of sustainability—environmental, social, and economic—across individual, organizational, and systemic levels; (2) different views on the change processes needed in order to become more sustainable; and (3) different views on the relevant temporal and spatial context of tensions illustrated in Figure 1 [11].

Regarding the first aspect, corporate sustainability is a multi-level concept [30], and thus the friction between different levels is one of the sources of tensions [11] (p. 302). The environmental, social, and economic dimensions of corporate sustainability have different connotations at different individual, organizational, and systemic levels of analysis. For example, tensions between organizational and systemic levels may arise if the organization’s sustainability initiatives are not sufficient to address sustainability issues [11].

As an example of the occurrence of a sustainability tension regarding the second aspect, change could cause a disagreement between organizations in the transition toward renewable energy. Even though the technology might be developed sufficiently, the industry resists the change due to existing business models and alliances. Different kinds of vested interests incentivize organizations to act with different urgency levels toward sustainable development. [11,35].
Regarding the third aspect, contextual tensions stem from spatial and temporal elements of the context in which the transition toward sustainability takes place [11,29,30]. By the temporal element, Hahn et al. [11] refer to intergenerational equity for future generations. For example, if organizations’ strategies overvalue short-term outcomes at the expense of long-term goals on certain other aspects—such as short-term financial performance versus long-term social performance—we are discussing a tension arising from the temporal context [11] (p. 303). The spatial element refers to intragenerational equity [11,36]. Different regions are at different development levels. An example of a tension arising from the spatial context could be a case in which a company operates in a developing country with different environmental or social standards [11]. The three perspectives provide a useful lens for identifying tensions and poles of paradoxes in achieving sustainability.

After the tensions are identified and understood profoundly, Hahn et al. [11] suggest three strategies for managing them by drawing on the insights from the literature on paradoxes in the field of management and organization theories. According to Poole and Van De Ven, paradoxes can be managed through opposition, spatial or temporal separation, or synthesis [11,29], where opposition represents an acceptance strategy and spatial and temporal, in turn, resolution strategies [11,29]. These three categories are the ones that Hahn et al. [11] suggest as the basis for the approach to managing tensions related to sustainability.

From these three approaches, the first type—acceptance strategy—refers to a situation in which decision makers differentiate the opposing two poles of a paradox, accept the resulting tensions, and maintain the paradox of seeking ways to live with it [11,32]. Compromise has not been sought; instead, the two poles of the contradiction are pursued simultaneously [11,33,37]. Improvisation is a characteristic of the opposition strategies coming from the everyday practice of the managers trying to “attend to both opposing domains of a paradox simultaneously while keeping the two poles apart” [11] (p. 300).

The other two strategies, resolution strategies, are used by managers to resolve a paradox “by spelling out the nature of the tensions between contrary positions” [11,29] (p. 300). Resolution implies “finding a means of meeting competing demands or considering divergent ideas simultaneously,” instead of eliminating the tensions [11,29] (p. 300). Separation strategy means separating the two poles of the paradox spatially or temporally [11,29]. Spatial separation positions the poles on different levels, such as individual or societal, or different physical or social locations, whereas temporal separation divides the different poles into different points in time [11] (pp. 300–301). Synthesis strategy, in turn, refers to linking the opposing poles of a paradox together by a new perspective or element. Even though the mediating, overarching logic of combining the poles does not delete the paradox, it “offers a novel frame that can hold both opposing poles” [11] (p. 301).

As highlighted in the beginning of this section, tensions are a familiar topic in the higher education literature, and thus the integrative framework by Hahn et al. [11], contributing to the topic from a sustainability point of view, is relevant and interesting. Next, we will apply the integrative framework in the context of Finnish universities and test its validity in the higher education context, particularly in the case of Finland.

3. Research Methods

When investigating tensions in Finnish universities, we choose the method of phenomenology, as our research aims to increase general understanding of the phenomenon of tensions related to Finnish universities’ sustainability. Since sustainability in the university context is a rather new phenomenon, phenomenology, with its exploration of meanings of new phenomena [38], was justified as the choice of methodology. Phenomenology focuses on peoples’ experiences, perceptions of reality, and the meaning of those two [39]. The goal of the study was to understand interviewees’ realities, construct organizational realities based on the similarities of the individual perceptions, and form a systemic view of the Finnish university system by comparing the individual and organizational perspectives to each other.

We used semi-structured interviews as a method for collecting data. The study had 11 interviewees, including:
Four members of university management from a Finnish capital region university—three Vice-rectors and a Dean;

Four members of university management from a Finnish northern region university—one Rector and three Vice-rectors;

Three senior officials from the Finnish Ministry of Education and Culture working with higher education and science policy.

The 11 interviews formed an appropriate sample, since the interview data reached a saturation point in the end of the analysis, and the same themes were repeated throughout the interview data.

Interviews were designed to ask about the tensions but left room for reinterpretation of the tensions. The interview was constructed so that it proceeded from individual value-level questions regarding interviewees’ jobs, personal values, and organizational values to four question sub-sets regarding personnel and management, research and education, finance and administration, and the role of universities. All interviews ended with a final reflection, where the interviewee had the chance to raise issues not mentioned in the interview or comment on the interview process.

The study followed Heideggerian Smith’s interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA), where the focus is on how the interviewees make sense of their personal and social world and the meanings of these experiences [40] (p. 126). According to Merleau-Ponty [41] (p. vii), phenomenology is “the study of essence” focusing on the essential meaning of phenomena [42] (p. 189). The study aimed to understand interviewees’ individual experiences and perceptions as well as to find similarities and differences between the three organizations, in this way getting to the essence of the tensions surrounding social and economic sustainability in the Finnish university system. Interviews were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed throughout the interview process, and the transcripts were analyzed using NVivo qualitative analysis software. Field notes were also used to mark down possible notable aspects and thoughts evoked by the interviews. The analysis followed IPA’s [40] (p. 126) typical four stages, where first the transcript is read and analyzed and themes developed to capture the essence of the interviewees’ experience. Then, the themes were analyzed and formed into master themes. Third, transcripts were analyzed with the master themes, and finally, the analytic interpretation of the data is presented. The analysis focused more on what was said than how it was said, still taking into account the characteristic interactions and the interview experiences, especially if they were in contradiction with the interview quotes.

Regarding the limitations, in any qualitative research method, there are intrinsic limitations, given the biased views of researchers. In our case, since we both are working in a Finnish university, there is a risk that, when interpreting the data, we might use our experience and presumptions as a filter. To be aware of such a risk, the data was mainly analyzed by the author, who is new to the university working environment, thus maximizing objective interpretation.

The tensions were analyzed in three categories—weak, somewhat significant, and significant. Tensions were categorized as weak if only one interviewee mentioned the tension. Somewhat significant tensions were categorized if two interviewees mentioned the tension. Significant tensions were categorized if three or more interviewees mentioned the tension. The categorization in detail can be seen in Appendix A.

4. Tensions Related to Finnish Universities’ Social and Economic Sustainability

When identifying tensions around sustainability, we focus on the management level of the Finnish university system and particularly on its social and economic sustainability, because the most topical discussion in the field of higher education studies focuses on social and economic tensions—e.g., autonomy of universities [8,39]—and global competition among universities and its consequences [40,43].

Social sustainability was defined according to Magis and Shinn [44] (p. 16) as constituting four principles: human well-being, equity, democratic government, and democratic civil society. Economic sustainability was defined, in alignment with Repetto [45] (p. 10), as maintaining the
economic systems in a state that enables our generation to live on the planet, maintaining and improving the resources for future generations to live at least equally well or even better.

In Finland, the Universities Act law reform professionalized university management from 2009 onward, and tensions arose from, for example, the increased distance between the university community and management [22] and the structural development measures incentivized by public funding [46] (pp. 15–17). Although universities gained more budgetary freedom, the Ministry of Education remained in the steering position of the university system [42]. With management issues being examined and the study being explorative in applying a new analytical framework to the field of higher education studies, its focus was guided to the management level of the Finnish university system.

Our research did not focus on the environmental dimension of the integrative framework, since the literature from the field of higher education studies from which the initial tensions were drawn focused so strongly on tensions related to social and economic dimensions. Since well-functioning universities are crucial to the paradigm shift toward more sustainable ways of living, we saw the social and economic tensions as the first thing to explore in our study, which can later be extended to be more holistic.

Altogether, six tensions were detected between the organizational level of the university leaders and the systemic level of the Ministry of Education and Culture. The tensions were (1) academic leadership and management legitimacy, (2) regional political tensions and university profiling, (3) political power over the university system, (4) changing academic work and profession, (5) academic autonomy and the role of the state, and (6) the future role of the university institution. These six tensions’ poles and the literature they are based on can be seen in Table 1. Four tensions, excepting numbers 3 and 6 (which relate to change), occur between the organizational and systemic levels, in between objectives of social and economic sustainability.

The first tension, academic leadership and management legitimacy, refers to the increased distance between the academic community and university management [22, 43, 46], which occurred after the Universities Act reform. Poles of the tension are economic sustainability objectives; striving for effective and centralized management versus social sustainability objectives; collegial, democratic academic management; and good social cohesion of the community. The tension was considered weak by the majority of the interviewees. Still, it is noteworthy, since this majority was the university leaders, whereas two out of three among the ministry officials detected this tension.

The second tension, regional political tensions and university profiling, refers to the tensions that occur due to profiling and structural development measures, which commenced after the 2009 law reform [22]. Competition for research funding is seen to lead to tensions inside academic communities [21, 47], and this study supports it. In this tension, the social sustainability pole represents regional resiliency, and it is opposed to the economic sustainability pole: an effective and globally high-ranking national university system, which was the goal of the profiling measures.

The third tension, political power over the university system, was perceived as relevant by two out of four interviewees in the two universities and by one ministry official. In the literature, the political or policy drive for universities to respond to requirements from economic development versus universities’ traditional social missions has been widely acknowledged [47]. In this tension, its poles are contextual and temporal. More precisely, the tension regards the duration of the political term in Finland. The rather short four-year period of a political term in the Finnish Parliament was perceived as a problem with respect to the long-termism of universities’ nature. For instance, the results of the changes in university financing can be perceived only after years of development.

The fourth tension, changing academic work and profession, refers to the phenomenon of increasing the diversification of tasks of today’s academic profession. Witchurch [48] describes this as the emergence of the “third space” in between academic and professional staff job descriptions. Also, sustainability-related competence can be inside the third space [49]. According to Aarrevaaara and Hölttä [43], the increasing performance orientation in budgeting and other changes due to the 2009 law reform have affected the working environment of the university staff. Pinheiro et al. [18] mention that the current regulations do not necessarily guarantee fair working conditions for academics lacking...
sufficient resources for teaching and research or permanent work contracts. The social sustainability pole of the tension is the wellbeing of academics, which is in conflict with the economic sustainability objective; efficient universities excelling in global university rankings.

The fifth tension, academic autonomy and the role of the state, refers to the tension of the increased autonomy of universities, despite still being financially controlled by the state [18] (p. 7). There is no single definition for university autonomy [50], though it is one of the cornerstones of the university institution. According to Kohtamäki and Balbachevsky [50], the idea of autonomy has become to “serve the purposes of public policy” for national higher education policy purposes. In this tension, the poles are social sustainability objectives, autonomous universities, and academic freedom versus economic sustainability objectives.

Table 1. Tensions in Finnish universities between systemic and organizational levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Tension</th>
<th>Identification of the Poles and Positioning in the Framework from the Interviews</th>
<th>Reflections in the Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Academic leadership and management legitimacy</td>
<td>Economic sustainability: effective, centralized management vs. Social sustainability: collegial, democratic academic management</td>
<td>Finnish higher education reform and its effects: Aarrevaara &amp; Höltä, 2008; Pinheiro et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Regional political tensions and university profiling</td>
<td>Social sustainability: regional resiliency vs. Economic sustainability: effective and excelling national university system</td>
<td>Discussion of the tensions in profiling in Finland: Pinheiro et al., 2014, Tirronen, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Political power over the university system</td>
<td>Temporal tension; Short-termism: the four-year period of members of the Finnish Parliament, political parties in power vs. Long-termism: universities’ long-term nature regarding change and contributions</td>
<td>Political pressure from economic development versus universities’ traditional social missions: Cai &amp; Liu, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Changing academic work and profession</td>
<td>Social sustainability: wellbeing of academics and ability to create high quality research vs. Economic sustainability: need for efficiency, increasing demands on researchers due to declining financial resources</td>
<td>Change of academic profession: Withchurch, 2012; Aarrevaara &amp; Höltä, 2008; Pinheiro et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Academic autonomy and the role of the state</td>
<td>Social sustainability: autonomous universities and academic freedom vs. Economic sustainability: national need for efficient universities and research relevant for economic growth</td>
<td>Autonomy of Finnish universities: Kohtamäki &amp; Balbachevsky, 2018; Pinheiro et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The future role of the university institution</td>
<td>Change-related tension; future development of university institution vs. Future competitors overruling university institution</td>
<td>Development of knowledge-production modes 1 and 2, post-normal science: Gibbons et al., 1994; Ravetz, 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sixth tension, the future role of the university institution, is a tension related to different perspectives on a change process, namely that within the university institution. The development of knowledge production from the traditional academic Mode 1 to a more participatory and interdisciplinary Mode 2 [51] and the discussion on post-normal science with an extended peer community [52] have been topics of discussion among the academic community for quite some time. Also, the development of university institutions has been discussed by many (e.g., by Hammershøj [53]) painting a perfect-storm scenario for universities, with the “AirBnb of higher education” threatening to take over if the employability needs of society are not acted upon. The poles of the tension are the change trajectories of future development of the university institution versus the future competitors overruling university institutions. Only one ministry official and two academic leaders from each
institution detected the tension. Neither university leaders nor the ministry officials sensed many threats or competitors to university institutions’ dominant position in the field of higher education.

5. Strategies for Managing Tensions in Sustainability

In this section, we reflect on the possible coping strategies for the six tensions detected in the study by using the integrative framework by Hahn et al. [11] and its examples of coping strategies. Although ambitious, this practice aims to illustrate possible coping strategies and simultaneously how the integrative framework can be utilized in the future. Even though our interview data did not comprise enough insights for suggesting certain coping strategies, we try to reflect the possible strategies for the six tensions between the organizational and systemic levels. We find that one tension can be coped with using different strategies (Table 2).

Table 2. Different coping strategies for the six social tensions regarding universities’ social and economic sustainability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tensions</th>
<th>Acceptance Strategies</th>
<th>Resolution Strategies</th>
<th>Synthesis Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Academic leadership and management legitimacy</td>
<td>Simultaneously pursuing academic leadership and collegial decision-making—e.g., a management training for the academic leaders—while ensuring representation of the academic community in decision making</td>
<td>Separating the active members of the academic community to discuss and later present insights to the top management</td>
<td>A policy fostering members of the university being able to participate in the decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Regional political tensions and university profiling</td>
<td>Encouraging cooperation for regional resiliency and for efficient universities</td>
<td>Addressing regional resiliency and efficiency at different levels or groups in the ministry</td>
<td>Develop an institution to mitigate the tensions between regional resilience and national efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Political power over the university system</td>
<td>An arena for dialogue for politicians and university leaders and policy-makers</td>
<td>Long-term orientation a core responsibility of the university’s top management</td>
<td>Legislative change: university funding models impossible to change in one political term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Changing academic work and profession</td>
<td>Incrementally introduce new practices as part of researchers’ job while taking care of wellbeing</td>
<td>Organizing workshops, trainings, and space and time for dialogue dealing with the stress and anxiety caused by the new pressures. Also organizing similar initiatives for discussing and ideating the future of the academic profession and learning new practical skills related to it</td>
<td>Engaging in an institutional change and actively shaping expectations optimistic about the future and toward the changing academic profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Academic autonomy and the role of the state</td>
<td>Cooperation between Ministry of Education and universities for solutions</td>
<td>Ministry and universities discuss autonomy issues first separately and then together</td>
<td>Establish an institution for discussing the tension of states’ control on the university system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The future role of the university institution</td>
<td>Bringing together all the stakeholders to discuss the different futures of university and science</td>
<td>Different groups discussing different sub-topics of the future of university and science</td>
<td>Active and radical reflection of the future of university institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the first tension regarding academic leadership and management legitimacy, a possible acceptance strategy could be simultaneously pursuing academic leadership and collegial decision-making. For instance, the ministry level could organize professional top-management trainings for academic leaders, and in this way enhance modern, determined but participatory academic leadership. At the same time, the universities could involve the academic community in decision-making by ensuring representation of the staff in decision-making processes—for example,
offering a seat in the board of the university. A possible separation strategy could be forming a group of active members of the university community to discuss separately and present their insights and ideas to the top management. A synthesis strategy, i.e., linking the opposing poles together, could be a new policy that would ensure that the members of the university community are being able to participate in decision making.

For the second tension, “regional political tensions and university profiling,” an acceptance strategy could be encouraging cooperation between parties with opposing interests regarding both efficiency and regional resiliency to foster mutual understanding of the tension and work toward creative solutions. A separation strategy could be addressing regional resiliency and efficiency at different levels or groups in the ministry (which is still in the steering position of the university system) to ensure that the steering mechanisms enable both social and economic sustainability dimensions. A synthesis strategy could be to develop an institution to mitigate the tensions between regional resilience and national efficiency by, for instance, facilitating collaboration between universities and enhancing top-performing university units.

For the third tension, “political power over the university system,” one kind of acceptance strategy could be ensuring that politicians and university leaders and policy-makers have an arena for dialogue. The dialogue would educate politicians about the characteristics of the university system and provide university leaders insights for acting in the political climate. Separation strategy, on the other hand, could separate the poles of the universities to make long-term orientation a core responsibility of the university top management and reward universities for reaching their own significant long-term goals. Our suggestion for a synthesis strategy could be a legislative change for ensuring that university funding models and policy frameworks cannot be changed significantly in one political term. This way, the state should also align long-term strategy regarding extensive budgetary changes, which would make funding more predictable for the universities.

For the fourth tension of changing academic work and profession, one potential acceptance strategy could be to incrementally and sustainably introduce new practices, while determinedly taking care of the coping of the academic staff. The poles could be separated with a separation strategy of organizing workshops, trainings, and space and time for dialogue dealing with the stress and anxiety caused by the new pressures. On the other hand, there could be similar initiatives for discussing and ideating the future of the academic profession and learning new practical skills related to it. We suggest for the synthesis strategy engaging in an institutional change and actively shaping expectations to be optimistic about the future and toward the changing academic profession.

For the fifth tension of academic freedom and autonomy, we suggest an acceptance strategy, where cooperation between the Ministry of Education and universities would be increased in order to foster mutual understanding of the tension and work toward creative solutions. A possible separation strategy could be to separate the poles of the tension (ministry and universities) to discuss their perspectives on autonomy issues, which would later be discussed together. An example of a synthesis strategy could be to establish a group or institution for mitigating the tension of academic autonomy and states’ control of the university system. The institution should not be under the ministry of education and it should be as far away from the state control orbit as possible, which would be tricky.

For the sixth tension, the role of university institutions in the future, we suggest an acceptance strategy of bringing together all the stakeholders, including the small emerging actors, of academic research in Finland and the Finnish universities to discuss the future of university. For the separation strategy, we suggest separating the poles of the tensions, different groups discussing different topics regarding the future of university. This can be done inside universities or outside universities. For the synthesis strategy, we suggest that the universities and the Ministry of Education actively reflect the future of the university institution with genuinely different scenarios and carry out their own vision of the university institution in a future-oriented manner.
6. Discussion: How the Integrative Framework and Corporate Sustainability Can Be Used in the University Context

This section outlines the limitations of the study by contemplating what can be learned from the case of Finland, when applying the integrative framework in the future. Also, the differences and similarities regarding the university context in comparison to the corporate context are discussed along with suggestions for future research.

6.1. What Can Be Learned from the Finland Case Study?

One may rightly ask, what is the value of the integrative framework on the Finnish, or any, university system regarding sustainability, if all its dimensions are not taken into account simultaneously? In this case study of Finland, the decision to study only social and economic tensions is justified with the urgency and scale of the social and economic tensions. This decision, however, prevents perception of the holistic sustainability possibilities, where, like stated previously in the text, environmental sustainability is the driving force and crucial element—the motive for the study itself. The dimension of environmental sustainability should be included in the study, so that the results would be holistic and provide the analytical lens that saves managers from making decisions belonging to the instrumental logic paradigm [10]. On the other hand, this type of research design can work as a basis for further analysis, where the environmental dimension is then taken into account. It does have to be taken into account at some point, since that is the overall goal of the whole analysis.

Another aspect worth paying attention to is the question of how the tensions of sustainability are detected. In the case study, the six tensions were formed based on literature, which then formed the basis of the semi-structured interviews. This way, the interviewees were already somewhat limited with their answers. One can ponder what kind of tensions would have emerged more inductively from the minds of the university leaders and ministry officials without being primed with the themes of the six initial tensions. It is up for the researcher to decide in what manner to narrow the scope of the tensions depending on whether the objective of the study is to explore all the possible tensions, or to study tensions that are known beforehand to some extent.

Studying these tensions puts a lot of weight on the definitions of sustainability used by the researcher. As discussed [9], the definitions of sustainability are still in the development phase and researchers are responsible for providing clear explication as to why and how a tension is one of social, economic, or environmental sustainability. In the case of Finland, the link of the six tensions to social and economic sustainability exists, but can be more or less complicated to grasp, for example in the second tension. Regional political tensions and university profiling are defined as a tension of social sustainability because of a university institution’s role in building social cohesion and enabling sustainable development [5]. Another view of the tension could be spatial, since the question is also about regional versus centralized emphasis of the university system.

6.2. Strategies for Managing Tensions in Sustainability

Among the practical implications and societal values of the integrative framework [11] are the strategies for managing the tensions of sustainability. The opposition, spatial or temporal separation, and synthesis strategies [11] are built on the literature on paradoxes. The two poles form a paradox and are used as in Section 2, by opposition, separation, and synthesis to manage the tension.

The focus of the study is important when choosing what part of the integrative framework [11] is applied as an analytical lens. In the Finland case study, levels are used as the lens, almost omitting the dimensions of change and context. Depending on the focus of the study, the dimensions of context and change, or all three dimensions, might be suitable for application to a greater extent. The tensions of this study were explored in order to study what kinds of tensions of social and economic sustainability exist in the first place. The scope of the study was not targeted at any level, and thus the tensions are very broad, as are the suggested coping strategies. For the future application of the integrative framework, the narrower the scope, the better the results for forming coping strategies.
6.3. Suggestions for Future Research

Besides integrating the environmental dimensions to the analysis, there are other suggestions to be made based on the limitations of this study. First, as the primary purpose of study is to introduce Hahn et al.’s [11] analytical framework of tensions in corporate sustainability into the field of higher education studies, a relatively small number of interviews was chosen for empirical analysis. Thus, the empirical findings of the study need to be further verified and extended to a larger context in future studies.

Second, the study focused on the tensions between the organizational and systemic levels represented by the ministry officials and university managers. In future research, it would be interesting to expand the focus of the study to the individual and organizational level of universities. In addition to university managers, academics from different fields of research as well as administrators could be included in the group of interviewees to study the possible differences of perceptions regarding social, environmental, and economic sustainability.

7. Conclusions

The scholarly discussion regarding sustainable development and related organizational changes has been active and more refined in the field of business and management studies [9], compared to the field of higher education research. Although sustainability and sustainable development of universities has become a popular topic, less attention has been given to deep analyses of the economic and social dimensions of sustainability [16], and there are yet no appropriate frameworks for conceptualizing universities’ organizational tensions regarding sustainable development. This paper has applied a prominent analytical framework on corporate sustainability by Hahn et al. [11] to the higher education context, and approved the usefulness of the framework in analyzing the tensions relating to Finnish universities’ social and economic sustainability as well as strategies to be used to cope with these tensions. Specifically, the tensions found in this study are related to (1) academic leadership and management legitimacy, (2) regional political tensions and university profiling, (3) political power over the university system, (4) changing academic work and profession, (5) academic autonomy and the role of the state, and (6) the future role of the university institution. In addition, we explored the coping strategies for each tension in Section 5.

We suggest the following five issues to be considered when applying the integrative framework. First, one should take into consideration all three types of tensions—social, economic, and environmental—when striving for the holistic view on different potential strategic choices regarding sustainability, and one should not to be restricted by the instrumental view on sustainability. Second, the aspect of whether the goal of the research is to explore new tensions or study acknowledged tensions should be taken into account in the research design. Third and fourth, the definition of tension related to societal, environmental, and economic sustainability should be explicit, as should be the different poles of the tension. Finally, the dimensions of the integrative framework—change, context, and levels—can be applied by the researcher to the part suitable for the tensions at hand.

Although marketized and sharing similarities with corporations, universities are different kinds of organizations with different objectives, organizational structures, and purposes. This has to be taken into account in general when applying the integrative framework or other frameworks from the field of corporate sustainability to the university context. The level of resemblance to a corporation depends a lot upon the university being studied. How much of a quasi-business organization [54] does the university or universities in question resemble? Although universities are increasingly marketized [55], they do not function by the private market logic but are, especially in the Nordic countries, financed by the state [56]. A corporation’s duty is to make a profit for its owners [55], while the university’s duty in Finland is enacted in the law, comprised of research, education, and third mission tasks [21].

The integrative framework [11] from the field of corporate sustainability is a relevant framework for the higher education context, since universities have to change toward more sustainable organizational practices themselves. In addition, universities are expected to be active change-agents contributing to the sustainable development movement by educating the future workforce as well as producing
relevant and crucial knowledge regarding the future of humanity [5]. This article was an initial step toward integrating corporate sustainability literature into the discussion of the sustainability of higher education institutions.
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**Appendix A**

**Table A1.** Perception of the tensions in each organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tension</th>
<th>Ministry of Education and Culture</th>
<th>Northern University</th>
<th>Capital Region University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of the Tension:</td>
<td>* = Weak Tension, 1 Interviewee Mentioned</td>
<td>** = Somewhat Significant Tension, 2 Interviewees Mentioned</td>
<td>*** = Significant Tension, 3 + Interviewees Mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Academic leadership and management legitimacy</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Regional political tensions and university profiling</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
<td>*** Significant tension</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Political power over the university system</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Changing academic work and profession</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
<td>*** Significant tension</td>
<td>*** Significant tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Academic autonomy and the role of the state</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
<td>*** Significant tension</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The future role of the university institution</td>
<td>* Weak tension</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
<td>** Somewhat significant tension</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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